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Vision 

All children develop their talents and confidence through access to 

music and musical instruments, developing dignity and self-worth and 

creating community cohesion.  

 

Mission Statement 

Kronendal Music Academy (KMA) affords children the opportunity to 

explore the magic of music. KMA offers young pupils an alternative to 

the streets by providing a safe afternoon space for practicing, doing their 

homework, interacting with other children and having fun with music 

tuition. KMA provides an opportunity for becoming a professional 

musician for those who decide to continue to tertiary education. KMA 

contributes to improving the fabric of our South African society by 

turning the creative potential of our residents into assets to reduce 

despair and build bridges. 

 

Values 

Integrity: We act in truth and honour to uphold good governance 

Excellence: We give of our best for our organisation, the community and 

ourselves 

Creativity: We embrace dialogue and ideas and the expression of 

creativity 

The Spirit of Enterprise: We constantly strive to find new solutions to 

challenges 

 

KMA Pupils receive airline gift bags 
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Formed in 2007, our primary goal was to address the ongoing lack of cul-

tural stimulation, which faces the youth and the community as a whole in 

Hout Bay. Our main focus has always been to provide music education in 

as many forms and styles as possible to Hout Bay's under-privileged and 

economically challenged communities, while fostering a platform from 

which to initiate racial and social interaction and integration amongst the 

three very distinct communities in the area. 

 

At any given time we have a minimum of 130 learners in lessons with 16 

teachers who specialize in some 23 instruments. We have managed to 

maintain our initial activities and develop to a point where we currently 

involve all our pupils in  ensemble projects, workshops, and regular com-

munity evenings and performances. We have secured a premises and 

make these premises available to Hout Bay and the greater Cape Town 

music and training community as a centre of music.   

 

We set ourselves high standards of teaching; aesthetics in the KMA home; 

high quality of instruments and materials and many enriching opportuni-

ties provided throughout the year to both pupils as well as the greater 

community. This enables us to use our work as a social bridge, with inte-

gration programs, and community enrichment, in form of cultural events 

and other opportunities for the KMA students to make learning music, 

both a life skill and a magical time in their lives 

 

However, our daily work involves so much more than “just music educa-

tion”. The very nature of our interaction with pupils and families, from all 

socio-economic groups means that we are, in essence, involved in humani-

tarian work.  Music education in itself contributes to language develop-

ment, increased IQ, spatial-temporal skills and development of neural ac-

tivity. What we love to see most is how music makes young lives magical, 

through giving our pupils a better understanding of themselves, “higher 

horizons” and, for many, the first ever taste of expressing themselves.  

 

 

Introduction 
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Founder and Academy Director, Ms Dwyn Griesel (B.Mus. Jazz Studies; 

DIPC & CCS in Coaching), is supported by a dedicated, hands on Executive 

Committee, drawn from all parts of Hout Bay and a management team of 

5 individuals who see to the smooth day to day operations. Dwyn has 

some 26 years’ teaching experience and this underpinned her decision to 

develop an Academy of Music free of racial, economic and social barriers. 

Using her father’s inheritance money to start KMA in 2007, Dwyn sought 

to achieve a personal goal: to use her talents to “give back” to others in a 

meaningful and connecting way. She has since received the Inyathelo 

Award for Philanthropy in The Arts and as well as the Lions Club Louis 

Volks Humanitarian Award. 

 

Now in our 13th year, we have so many new possibilities before us and a 

great track record to build on, including some 5 awards and many more 

nominations.  

 

We give children the chance to explore the magic of learning music and in 

the process create opportunities to integrate with children from different 

social strata, equipping them with the confidence and mind-set that they 

can grasp opportunities in life – especially through the doors that music 

opens for them. All of which contributes to improving the fabric of our 

South African society. 

Elton plays for DARG dogs! 
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Executive Director and Founder 

Dwyn Griesel 

 

Chairperson 

Jackie Pollock 

 

Vice Chairman 

Beccy Kellond 

 

Treasurer 

Wade Audganotti 

 

Secretary 

Eloise Williams 

 

 

Executive Committee 2018/2019 

Brian plays a Jazz Solo! 
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It gives me great pleasure to report on the last Executive year, including 

these first 4 months of 2019.  

 

The start of the 2018/2019 Financial year in April was a foreboding one 

as we were facing seriously dwindling funding support: government grants 

diminished greatly countrywide; KMA donors loyal to our then Patron shift-

ed their focus to support for his legacy project; and grants we were expect-

ing were months late in materialising. 

 

Despite the daunting circumstances we faced, we took the decision to go 

ahead with our planned tour to the Edinburgh Jazz and Blues festival in 

July 2018. It was touch and go but in the end the tour managed to sustain 

KMA for a further 2 months on our return. The experience was immeasura-

ble for the young people who went, and also for our staff member, Andile 

Petelo. The contacts we made and the friendships we created have stood 

us in good stead and yielded us more funding as the year wore on. The 

credibility that these tours afford the organisation is worth every cent 

raised to make it happen, and more.  

 

By the end of 2018 it had become clear that we no longer could afford to 

commit to teachers and staff alike with a clean conscience. We found our-

selves borrowing money from supporters we knew trusted us, but this was 

only a plaster on a very serious wound. 

Something needed to change. 

 

We sent out a distress call to our supporters in December 2018 and our 

long-time friends rallied around us in ways we could never have anticipat-

ed. We managed to raise enough emergency funding to cover most of our 

debt, the teachers’ salaries and our staff until the end of January. 

 

However, it became clear that it was irresponsible to continue operations 

with no funding on the horizon and my staff, Board and I made a joint deci-

sion that turned the tide for our organisation, however scary it was at the 

time. 

 

For the first time in 12 years, we put our operations on hold and “docked 

in port” so to speak. The “big old sailing ship” analogy fits well with us here 

in “Oakburn House” – built with the wood from the ship Oakburn in the 

1800’s and depicted in the stained glass front door. We had run out of 

food, fresh water and were at risk of getting scurvy! 

Director’s Report 
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And so we spent the first 4 months of 2019 recalibrating our course and 

re-designing our operations. It was heart-warming to see so many of our 

sponsored families form part of our small fundraising initiatives like our 

car washes and raffles.  

 

We re-looked at how we could ensure long term sustainability instead of 

focusing on short term fixes. To that end we contracted the service of a 

fundraising consultant, Meriel Bartlett. She has been slowly extracting all 

the funding information impacted in my brain and on my laptop and for-

mulating a manual for a fundraiser worth their salt to take on and fund-

raise for KMA going forward. She has also helped me re-focus proposals 

and taught me how to refine my writing. Together we have designed new 

ways for donations and she has guided me around making our website the 

most effective it can be. 

 

Everyone agreed that KMA had lost the lustre it once had over the last few 

years as my workload became heavier and heavier. I have not been able 

to initiate the creative projects and ideas, teaching processes and flagship 

programmes that I used to do as a result and KMA has suffered.  

 

I have finally managed to say out loud that I am not a fundraiser. I have 

done my best for these past 12 years and owe my innate creativity my 

gratitude because, oh boy, have I had to be creative when seeking some 

R360 000 every month when we were down to a few hundred in the bank. 

I have finally managed to admit to myself and to others that I am losing 

steam in this area and the time has come for me to trust someone else 

with this task. 

 

Of course, as so often happens, as soon as one makes the right choices – 

as hard as they may seem at the time – the floodgates open and the 

stream of wellbeing flows again. And so we have witnessed these past few 

months.  

 

By April we were confident enough to commence with ensemble work only 

– which defined who our loyal pupils were. Out of some 55 sponsored pu-

pils we are now left with 36. More than 50%, despite the rocky start to the 

year. And part of the 19 who dropped out, 8 were natural losses to high 

school, etc. 

 

By third term – 9 July – we were ready to go full steam ahead and wel-

comed 10 new pupils and 5 new teachers on board, with 3 of our previous 
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teachers having stuck it out with us all year. 

 

A teaching body of 8 is now succinct and professional and we have creat-

ed a few positive changes that will honour both KMA and teacher in the 

long run: 

 A new and thorough teacher appraisal system assures our stand-

ards are adhered to and also offers the teacher the opportunity to 

improve in areas they may not yet quite understand. 

 We have adopted the 8-week term system used by many schools 

music departments: we teach 8 weeks of the 10 or 11 week term, 

and the remaining weeks are used for practises, concerts, and 

make up lessons. This gives the teachers flexibility in terms of their 

professional music career requirements. 

 Our syllabus is in the process of further refinement and will be fo-

cused on basic standards for all beginners.  

 Perhaps one of the most exciting developments is the designing of 

our new course from 2020. We had considered moving into schools 

and starting music departments in our 5 schools in Hout Bay, but 

part of our in depth reflection revealed that were not ready for this 

and in fact that it removed the focus from KMA somewhat. And so 

we have created a course which beginners from School Grade 2 will 

follow through to matric. It is designed to offer young people many 

options as well as maintain interest, and also support talented 

young people wanting to study music one day. It is still our wish 

however, to introduce music as a subject into the 2 high schools in 

our communities, but this most likely only in 2021. 

 To round off our new strategy, we have appointed one of our teach-

ers as Head of Music. Jono Prest is a highly sought after young man 

and I suspect we grabbed him just in time! He has been very in-

volved in the nitty gritty decisions of our music operations and has 

taken on many of my admin tasks regarding teachers, which has 

been a huge relief for me. It has been refreshing to hear new per-

spectives and he has not hesitated to make suggestions which I 

have been happy to run with. In every sense of the word, we have 

had a fresh injection of new blood and it is very invigorating for all 

of us fulltime staff. 

 

While we love our venue we are seriously outgrowing this space and it is 

becoming harder to teach in comfortably. We managed to get our landlord 

to commit to the repairs, but withholding the rent for 2 months which we 

placed into a savings account.  
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This worked well and the major repairs were done.  

 

However, we are now seriously looking at another property in Hout Bay – 

this time to buy and not rent. It is a complex process as we negotiate with 

the present owner, need permissions and so forth. But in the long run this 

will be the next step KMA needs to take.  

 

When we found it no longer sustainable to operate the way we were from 

Kronendal Primary in 2012, we literally jumped into the unknown by mov-

ing into Oakburn, consolidating our different teaching venues and commit-

ting to a rental – an amount of money I had personally never had to find 

before for KMA. It was terrifying but without a doubt the right thing to do. 

We knew straight away this was the house for us – and we are getting the 

same feeling about this new venue.  

 

I hope that our next AGM will be held there and I will be able to tell you all 

about how we got there. For now, I can tell you that this new venue offers 

KMA a steady income stream (something we have never had before), 

some 20 extra rooms, dedicated ensemble and performance spaces, a 

dedicated tuckshop space for lunches, on-property water source and state 

of the art furnishings. It is a dream, come true. 

 

Our very capable Executive Board yet again supported KMA through a 

tough year, and I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to all. As the 

founder, I find it so humbling to have your commitment to something that 

I hatched out of nothing. I am so honoured to have placed KMA in your 

capable hands. 

 

Now in our 13th year, we remain blessed to have a staff that is unsur-

passed when it comes to quality. My staff are a real family and we have 

been through thick and thin with one another, both in our private lives and 

for KMA. I cannot thank you enough, my beloved people, for your quiet and 

unassuming support and commitment to your work. For the last 12 years I 

have genuinely looked forward going to work every day. 

 

To those of you that have donated time and/or funds to KMA, thank you.  

To do the work that we do every day, each week, every term and all year 

round, KMA depends on its donors. We are committed to creating a clear-

er charity identity for all our potential donors, whilst maintaining a high 

standard as music school for all.  
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To our steadfast supporters who have seen us through a difficult 12 

months, we owe you so much gratitude. But the best part is, you have liter-

ally made a difference in so many lives and, while it is not necessarily 

measurable in numbers and figures, the fact that we are still going and 

still responsible for 18 staff and 40 children and accountable to their fami-

lies, is testament to your belief and trust in our good work – and, ultimate-

ly, in me. 

 

Finally, I thought I would leave you on a high note as a real milestone for 

KMA has been achieved over the last 2 weeks: 

 

My anxiety for the last few years has been to find some kind of funding 

that would put us a few months ahead of ourselves and afford us breath-

ing space to raise funding for the future. Professionals all around me were 

sceptical, and this has seemed an almost impossible task and many 

promising prospects ended up breaking my heart.  

 

Over the last few weeks however, somehow things have fallen into place 

and for the first time ever, by the end of August we will have some 4 

month’s worth of funding sitting in our bank account, as we receive grants 

from proposals put into place these past 6 months. This has been my goal 

and I have finally reached it. I cannot begin to explain what this feels like.  

 

This does not mean we can rest on our laurels and there is some fancy-

foot-work-fundraising ahead for our fundraiser. But, I am feeling very confi-

dent that it is all going to work out, and we will no longer be existing hand 

to mouth. 

 

More importantly, I can say with good conscience: I promised not to let you 

down - and I have kept that promise. Thank you. 
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Monitoring & Evaluation Report 
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Auditor’s report 
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Balance Sheet 

Imange in the Jazz Band Saxophone Section 
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Income Statement 

KMA pupils at the SAJE workshops 



Kronendal Music Academy of Hout Bay 

153 Empire Road, Hout Bay 

Cape Town, Western Cape 

7806, South Africa 

 

PO Box 26292 

Hout Bay, Cape Town 

7872, South Africa 

 

Tel: (00) (27) (21) 790 4457 

Email: info@kmahoutbay.org 

Website: www.kmahoutbay.org 

 

NPO No. 060-215NPO   /   PBO No. 930031535 
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Aviwe Mkhaphuza… KMA’s next UCT entrant! 

mailto:kmahoutbay@telkomsa.net

